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Ephrin D. Lisa Owen-Lynch's illustrations will be the best yet in this endearing series of children's books.
Yorke once again skillfully weaves one of today's more challenging subjects, child obesity, right into a
tale of redemption.With Ephrin D. Elephant, Mr. As college psychologist, Joni Childers, states, ""
Elephant is a child with a weight problem that will not be solved over night, but with the heip of family,
friends, and his learning community , he works through his issues within an inspiring way.
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 Great conversation starter that deal with today's difficult problems for our children. His stories plucked at
my heart strings from the very start, as so many children are facing these sociable challenges that many
would like to ignore, or pretend don't exist. Vintage Yorke Group of books is an excellent Series! I highly
recommend his books to elementary principals, librarians, instructor, and parents. Each story will provide
opportunities for reflection and dialogue and will provide to the open some positive choices for today's
children. Great job Mr. Yorke! Elephant is crucial read for children and adults alike! Teachers and parents
will see this book a way to start dialogue with kids, on how to are more delicate to others. Ephrin D. In a
global where childhood obesity is growing at alarming rates, Ephrin teaches children to worth themselves
and will prompt parents and teachers to teach children on this serious issue. In this addition to his Classic
Yorke series, the author tells a tale of a character studying self-esteem and finding belief in yourself.
Ephrin D. Yorke's tales contain characters that just about any child can relate to, and each sends a
confident and uplifting message. Ephrin D. Yorke! All of them are inspiring stories for young readers to
understand how to overcome a few of the issues they could face at school every day. Another champion
from David Yorke! Ephrin D. Elephant handles an important issue facing most of us today, weight
problems. Yorke does an excellent job with this challenging problem that too many children are facing.
Elephant Once again, David Yorke has inspired kids and challenged parents and teachers to contact on a
subject (childhood obesity) that is both difficult and an evergrowing concern for the future of our youth.
The illustrations are finely detailed and will help to make this a well worn book over time. This book
delightfully tackles a few of the difficult issues facing children today. Elephant - Classic Yorke Series
Enjoyed reading all the Vintage Yorke Series Books with my children. I would suggest all of the Vintage
Yorke Series books because they deal with real world problems and offer real life solutions. As a person
who dealt with childhood obesity, this publication has long been overdue. Not only do we see Ephrin's
struggles, but the tale also provides some constructive actions which can pave the way for conversations
about changes in lifestyle that will possess a positive effect on children and their families long after
reading the publication. Thank you for tackling this delicate issue so insightfully. Ephrin D. Elephant
Great job Mr.Regional author hits about big topics Writer David Yorke hits on some important and timely
public topics in his trilogy of children's stories, such as for example healthy snack choices to help fight
childhood obesity, gender issues and bullying. Fantastic illustrations and memorable people. Encouraging
I really enjoyed scanning this story as it talks about the emotions of defeat and how he navigates through
an activity of gaining the courage to achieve success. I love the emphasis on Ephrins satisfaction in his
accomplishments. Elephants Have Emotions Too! The essential message in this book is that you have to
accept and appreciate yourself. Elephant is really a story about self-esteem. Ephrin D. That's definately a
message I want my children to listen to!
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